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A few philosophical reflections...

... loosely building upon
R. Strand (2002): “Complexity, Ideology and Governance,” Emergence, 4:164-183.
S. Funtowicz & R. Strand (2007): “Models of Science and Policy”, in Traavik, T. and Lim, L.C. 
(eds.) Biosafety First: Holistic Approaches to Risk and Uncertainty in Genetic Engineering and 
Genetically Modified Organisms, Trondheim: Tapir, pp 263-278.
K. Rommetveit, S. Funtowicz & R. Strand (2010): “Knowledge, democracy and action in 
response to climate change”, in: R. Bhaskar et al.: Interdisciplinarity and Climate Change. 
Abingdon: Routledge, pp. 149-163.
S. Funtowicz & R. Strand (2010): “Cambio y compromiso”, Argumentos de razón técnica, 13: 
forthcoming.

... loosely commenting upon the workshop 
contributions made by Marion Fourcade, Jessica 
O’Reilly, Erik Millstone and James Hammitt



A few philosophical reflections...

... assuming that
Ulrich Beck was right: Practices and institutions in modern societies produce 
and distribute unintended and unforeseen “risks” and harms in addition to 
benefits, and
Millstone is right: the Red Book Model is (sometimes? often?) in trouble 
because scientific facts are neither certain nor value-free

... asking: Should we try to develop new conceptual, normative 
models of the relationship between science and policy in difficult 
public decisions? New expectations? New ambitions and 
attitudes?

Millstone: the co-dynamic model
Silvio Funtowicz & Jerome Ravetz: the co-production / post-normal science 
model
The problem of collective agency in global issues



A few philosophical reflections...

... focussing upon the role of (sound) science to 
provide (philosophical) legitimacy and secure 
rationality
... mainly emerging from an interest in

governance of novel technologies (bio, nano, ICT, 
converging)
the global climate change issue 



B. Wynne (1992), 
Global Environmental 
Change, 2:111-127.
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Risk and strict uncertainty

Uncertainty as “risk”: when we know (can quantify) 
the probabilities
“(Strict) uncertainty”: the event space is known, but 
the probabilities cannot* be estimated

Frank Knight (1921): Risk, Uncertainty and Profit
There can be no stock market without strict uncertainty



Philosophy = the art of asking stupid questions?

Why does science play a role in public 
decision-making?

“Why” as a historical question → consult
historians, sociologists, STS scholars
“Why” = “what are the good reasons for”

Science carries authority in our society.
Why? (what are the good reason for...)

Alt. 1: Science is a neutral and expedient third party
Alt. 2: Science provides facts, knowledge



Why involve science in public decisions?

Alt. 1: Science is a neutral and expedient third party
Sometimes false (e.g. novel technologies)
Sometimes doubted (e.g. climate issue)
Sometimes irrelevant (e.g. human rights)
Sometimes insufficient (e.g. financial crisis)

Alt. 2: Science provides facts, knowledge
What is a fact? What counts as knowledge?
What counts as facts/knowledge of sufficient quality?



Facts of sufficient quality

Certainty? (Descartes: I think, therefore I am)
Probabilities

Pascal and the Jesuite solution
The plausibility of signs that are often seen (cf Ian Hacking)
The orthodox concept: Probability = Frequency

Frequencies may not exist
Climate, novel technologies: “Will we enter a dramatically new situation if 
we do this?”

Subjective probabilities / degrees of belief
Problem: When should degrees of belief carry authority?

Whose degrees on belief?
Funtowicz & Ravetz: Who judges on quality?



Who judges on quality?



B. Wynne (1992), 
Global Environmental 
Change, 2:111-127.



Indeterminacy

Causal chains or networks are open
Different system definition → different

sources of risks
sources of uncertainties
border with ignorance

Trade-offs: narrowing the problem may decrease 
uncertainty at the expense of ignorance



A whole motley of problems

Hammett: All probabilities 
are subjective
O’Reilly: The uncertainty 
increased as research 
progressed
Fourcade: Values have their 
own uncertainties and 
indeterminacies
Millstone: Scientific 
expertise cannot legitimate 
the choice of up-stream 
assumptions



The problems are bugs, the solutions are patches.

Hammett: All probabilities 
are subjective
O’Reilly: The uncertainty 
increased as research 
progressed
Fourcade: Values have their 
own uncertainties and 
indeterminacies
Millstone: Scientific 
expertise cannot legitimate 
the choice of up-stream 
assumptions

Develop robust Bayesian 
approaches
Fund more research and 
finally uncertainty will be 
eliminated
Improve contingent 
valuation or internalize 
more values into the market
Harmonize up-stream 
assumptions 
(Weber/Durkheim model 
OR public deficit model)



Or: the problems are anomalies, the patches drive us 
further towards crisis

Hammett: All probabilities 
are subjective
O’Reilly: The uncertainty 
increased as research 
progressed
Fourcade: Values have their 
own uncertainties and 
indeterminacies
Millstone: Scientific 
expertise cannot legitimate 
the choice of up-stream 
assumptions

Develop robust Bayesian 
approaches
Fund more research and 
finally uncertainty will be 
reduced
Improve contingent 
valuation OR internalize 
more externalities
Harmonize up-stream 
assumptions 
(Weber/Durkheim model 
OR public deficit model)



What’s the alternative to “desperate optimism”?

Hammett: All probabilities 
are subjective
O’Reilly: The uncertainty 
increased as research 
progressed
Fourcade: Values have their 
own uncertainties and 
indeterminacies
Millstone: Scientific 
expertise cannot legitimate 
the choice of up-stream 
assumptions



A few philosophical reflections...

... assuming that
Ulrich Beck was right: Practices and institutions in modern societies produce 
and distribute unintended and unforeseen “risks” and harms in addition to 
benefits, and
Millstone is right: the Red Book Model is (sometimes? often?) in trouble 
because scientific facts are neither certain nor value-free

... asking: Should we try to develop new conceptual, normative 
models of the relationship between science and policy in difficult 
public decisions? New expectations? New ambitions and 
attitudes?

Millstone: the co-dynamic model
Silvio Funtowicz & Jerome Ravetz: the co-production / post-normal science 
model
The problem of collective agency in global issues



(Terminological overlap)

Millstone:

Weber/Durkheim model

Technocratic model
Red Book model

Co-Dynamic model

Funtowicz/Ravetz/Strand:

Framing model

Modern model / demarcation 
model
Precautionary model

Post-normal/co-production model



Millstone: the co-dynamic model

Lifted from Erik Millstone’s workshop paper The evolution of risk 
assessment paradigms: in theory and in practice.



Normal Science (Kuhn) 
.. takes time
.. replaces ignorance and 
uncertainty with certainty
.. focuses on simple and 
idealized systems
.. is puzzle-solving
.. in a paradigm of agreed 
methods and shared values

Post-Normal Problems
.. call for urgent decisions
.. may have irreducible 
uncertainties
.. in complex systems (non-
linear; nature-culture) 
.. stakes are high
.. both facts and values may 
be disputed



The Post-Normal Science Idea

Post-Normal Problems
.. call for urgent decisions
.. may have irreducible 
uncertainties
.. in complex systems (non-
linear; nature-culture) 
.. stakes are high
.. both facts and values may 
be disputed

Post-Normal Science
.. Go for quality, not truth
.. Communicate and manage 
the uncertainties
.. Include a multitude of 
perspectives
.. Extend the peer communities
.. In general, acknowledge 
uncertainty, complexity and 
value-ladenness



Incomplete/imperfect 
observations
Incomplete conceptual 
frameworks
Inaccurate prescriptions of 
known processes (poor 
parameterisations etc)
Chaos
Lack of predictability





“The role of a climate 
change assessment is to 
distinguish between:

Known: summarize present 
knowledge
Unknown: describe 
research needed to improve 
that knowledge
Unknowable: summarize 
what we are unlikely to be 
able to know before the 
changes actually occur”



“Whither responsibility?”





“Whither responsibility?”

It seems that there are no responsible nanosciences 
and nanotechnologies.



“Whither responsibility?”

It seems that the authority of science cannot alone 
justify the collective agency called for in the climate 
issue

...So what is it that is new today? What is new is that doubt has 
been eliminated. The report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change is clear. And so is the Stern report.

It is irresponsible, reckless and deeply immoral to question the 
seriousness of the situation.

The time for diagnosis is over. Now it is time to act. 

(from Gro Harlem Brundtland’s speech at the UN Commission on 
Sustainable Development, 2007)



“Whither responsibility?”
It seems that the authority of science cannot alone justify the 
collective agency called for in the climate issue

unless doubt and questioning is policed against

It seems that the truthful message to from the (scientific and 
political) elite would be

we are not in control
the Red Book model appears to be part of the problem
we do not have the solution for you
things might get really bad
we propose to stay committed to certain values even if it gets bad
it is a mutual challenge to work out how
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